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Abstract: 

The object of the study is a planar, statically determinate lattice truss on two supports. The upper 
belt of the structure has a triangular outline. The task is to obtain formulas for the dependence of the 
deflection and displacement of the movable support on the number of panels. Method. To obtain the 
deflection value, the Maxwell-Mohr formula is used. The forces in the rods are found by cutting out nodes 
from the solution of a system of linear equations. All transformations and calculations are performed 
symbolically in the Maple computer mathematics system. The generalization of a series of particular 
solutions obtained for trusses with a sequentially increasing number of panels to an arbitrary case is 
performed by induction using Maple operators. Results. Three types of loads are considered, including 
lateral wind load. The calculated formulas obtained contain the coefficients in the form of polynomials in 
the number of panels and, in comparison with similar solutions for other structures, have a very compact 
form. The distribution of forces over the elements of the lattice is given. Formulas are derived for some 
of the rods that are most critical to the loss of strength or stability.  

1 Introduction 

The calculation of building structures, including trusses, is traditionally carried out using numerical 
methods, mainly by the finite element method [1]–[9]. If for a model of an individual structure such an 
approach is quite sufficient, then for calculating models of the same type, for which the selection of 
options for their parameters (loads, sizes) is required, it is desirable to have some simple analytical 
solutions in the form of finite formulas that are convenient for use. The presence of formula even for a 
simplified design model of the model is a good help for the designer. Especially for calculating regular 
systems, formulas that include regularity as a function. This makes it possible to evaluate the numerical 
solutions of high-order systems. General questions of the existence and modeling of statically 
determinate regular rod systems are considered in [10], [11]. Some solutions for deformations of planar 
trusses were obtained in [12]–[17]. In these works, for general analytical solutions for an arbitrary number 
of panels, the induction method and the operators of the Maple computer mathematics system are used 
[18]. Various algorithms for calculating vibrations of regular rod systems are proposed in [19], [20]. 
Methods for analyzing the deformation of regular rod systems were studied in [21], [22]. The handbook 
[23] contains formulas for calculating the deflections of planar regular trusses, arches, and frames. In 
[24] various options for optimizing regular trusses, including domes, with a large number of design 
numbers are considered. Algorithms for solving the problem of spline generation of three-dimensional 
lattice structures (trusses) were studied in [25]. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

A diagram of a statically determinate truss with a triangular outline of the upper chord and a 
diagonal lattice is proposed (Fig. 1). The truss has an odd number of panels along the bottom chord 

2 1n k= + . The length of each panel is 2a . The total height of the truss is nh . The length of the rods in 

the upper chord is 
2 2с a h= + . Let us consider the case of uniform loading of the nodes of the lower 

chord, the case of loading the upper chord, and the lateral load. A similar truss of triangular shape, but 
with a rectangular lattice, is designed for deformations in analytical form for an arbitrary number of panels 
in [26]. 

To calculate the forces in the rods, we use the program [27] written with the Maple computer 
mathematics system. The coordinates of the nodes and the order of connecting the rods are entered into 
the program, in the same way as the edges and vertices of a graph are specified in discrete mathematics. 

 
Fig. 1. Truss, n=9. The uniform load on the lower chord.  

The matrix G of the system of equations for the equilibrium of the nodes consists of the direction 

cosines of the forces. The vector on the right side contains the projections of external forces applied to 
the nodes. The unknowns of this system also include three support reactions. The order of the matrix of 

equilibrium equations for the nodes of the considered truss is 6N n= . To calculate the displacements, 

the Maxwell-Mohr formula is used. It is assumed that the stiffnesses of the rods are equal and that the 
supports are non-deformable. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Calculation of forces 

As a result of the calculation, the program gives the forces in the members for a truss with a specific 
number of panels in analytical form. Moreover, the formulas for the forces in some rods are cumbersome. 
It is better to construct a diagram of the distribution of forces based on the results in numerical form (Fig. 
2). In the diagram, the red bars are stretched, the blue bars are compressed, and the forces in the black 
bars are zero. The thickness of the lines is conventionally proportional to the modules of forces. Force 

values have been rounded. For calculations, dimensions 3m, 2ma h= =  were taken.  The numerical 

values of the forces are related to the magnitude of the load P. As expected, the most stretched bar IS  

was found in the middle of the span. The most compressed bar is the lowest bar of the upper chord IIS

. Direct calculation of the forces in these rods by the method of sections or cutting of nodes for this truss 
is impossible. The value of the greatest force depending on the number of panels can be obtained by 
induction based on the results of calculations of trusses with a sequentially increasing number of panels. 

We have a sequence I / 2 / ,S P a h=  2 / ,a h  4 / ,a h  4 / ,a h  6 / ,...a h . The common term in this 

sequence is I (2 1 ( 1) ) / (2 ), 1,2,.../ kS a k h kP − − == + . Similarly, we have II / , 1,2,/ ...k hP kS с == − . In 
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the case of a load on the nodes of the upper chord (Fig. 3), the nature of the distribution of forces in the 
rods will not qualitatively change. Dependencies of forces in critical rods will be as follows: 

I (4 2 ( 1) ) / (2 ),/ kS a kP h+= − − / ( ) ( ,)1 4 / 2IIS c k hP −= + 1,2,...k =  

 

 

Fig. 2. The distribution of forces in the rods, n=7 

 
Fig. 3 . Truss, n=5. The uniform load on the upper chord. 

3.2 Structural deformations 

Let us derive the formula for the dependence of the deflection of the structure on the number of 
panels. The deflection will be fixed by the vertical displacement of the vertex C. Assuming that the 

stiffnesses of the rods EF  are the same, the displacement will be calculated using the Maxwell – Mohr 
formula: 

3
( ) (1)

1

/ ( ).
N

PS S l EF
−

  

=

 =  
(1) 

The standard notation is used here: 
(1)S  — the force in the rod number   from the action of a 

single vertical force applied to the point C, 
( )PS  — force from the action of a distributed load, l  — the 

length of the rod. The summation applies to all bars, except for three support bars, which are assumed 
to be non-deformable. A sequential calculation of the deflection for trusses with an increasing number of 
panels gives the following results: 
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To generalize solutions to an arbitrary number of panels, we use the Maple system operators. We 
get the required formula 
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3 3 2 ).( 1)(2 ) / (Pk k с Fa h E = + +  (3) 

 For the case of loading the upper belt, a similar solution has the form 
2 3 3 2((8 8 1) ( 1 .)(4 1) ) / (2 )P k k a k k с h EF = + + + + +  (4) 

 For the frame, arched and pyramidal structures with large dimensions in height, the effect of the 
horizontal wind load have a noticeable effect on the deformations of the structure and must be taken into 
account. Consider a load uniformly distributed over the nodes of the lateral side (Fig. 4). 

 

 

Fig. 4 . Truss, n=7. The uniform wind load.  

The deflection (vertical displacement of the vertex C), calculated by the induction method based 
on the results of solutions for eight trusses with a sequentially increasing number of panels, has the form 

2 3 3(2(4 3 .1) / ( )) 4P k k a с ahk EF = + + −  (5) 

The horizontal displacement of the movable support from the action of the vertical load is 
manifested to a greater extent in frames and arches [23]. However, even for trusses with a straight bottom 
chord, the dependence of this value on the number of panels can be useful for the designer. To obtain 

the deflection value in the Maxwell - Mohr formula (1), the forces 
(1)S  must be calculated from the action 

of a single horizontal force applied to the left movable support. The solution will not be difficult. It will 
include only the forces in the rods of the lower belt. The forces in the bars of the lattice and the upper 
chord from the action of a unit force are equal to zero. Omitting simple calculations and the induction 

process, we give a solution for the case of loading the lower chord: 
24 ( 1) / ( ).ka k hP EF+ =  When 

loading the upper chord, the dependence of the support displacement on the number of panels will also 

be quadratic: 
2 2(8 8 1) / ( ).a k k FhP E+ + =  It should be noted that the obtained solutions, in comparison 

with similar ones known for arches and girder trusses with various lattices [28]–[32], are noticeably 
simpler in form, although the proposed structure itself is complex. 

3.3 Numerical example 

Let us give an example of calculating the deflection of a truss for the action of a load along the 
upper chord. Figure 5 shows the curves of solution (4) for the relative value of the deflection: 

/ ( )sEF P L =  , where (2 1)sP P n= −  is the total vertical load on the structure, 50mL na= =  — the 

span of the truss. Curves plotted for different heights intersect. This means that for trusses with different 
heights for a certain number of panels, the relative deflection can be the same. The order of alternation 
of solutions, depending on the height, also changes. For a small number of panels, the greatest deflection 
is observed for a truss with a height of 1 m, and for a large number of panels, the greatest deflection of 
the three considered options will be at 3mh = . The analytical form of the solution also shows the 

existence of asymptotes. The slope of the straight lines follows from the limit lim / / (2 ).
k

k h L
→

 =  Minima 

are found on all curves. With increasing truss height, the minimum shifts to the origin. The curves plotted 
for the case of loading along the lower belt using formula (3) do not qualitatively different from the curves 
in Fig. 5. The asymptotics of the solutions also coincides. The curves of solution (5) of the problem of the 
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action of wind load look somewhat different (Fig. 6). The solution was obtained if sP nP= . The 

asymptotics in this problem is quadratic: 
2 2 2lim / / (2 ).

k
k h L

→
 = −  

 

Fig. 5. The dependence of the relative deflection on the action of the load on the upper chord 

on the number of panels. I — 1mh = ; II — 2mh = ; III — 3mh = ;  

 

Fig. 6. The dependence of the relative deflection on the action of the wind on the upper chord 

on the number of panels. I — 1mh = ; II — 2mh = ; III — 3mh = ; 
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4 Conclusions 

The main results of the work are as follows. 
1. A statically determinate scheme of a planar truss is proposed. 
2. Found the distribution of forces in the rods of the lattice. For the rods that are most dangerous 

concerning the loss of strength or stability, analytical dependences of the forces on the dimensions of 
the structure and the number of panels are obtained. 

3. Derived formulas for calculating the deflection and displacement of the movable support with 
three types of loads. The asymptotics of the solutions is found. The existence of a minimum deflection is 
noted for some types of loads. 
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